Third Wave --- Hit and Runs

1. Total Participants: approximately 75
2. Proceed to City Hall: 1:45 p.m.
3. Probable arrival: 2:35 p.m.
4. Singing and praying until: 2:30 p.m.
5. Proceed to restaurants to hit and run --- Break up into groups of 3
6. Restaurants
   a. Hong Kong Restaurant (Luckie, off Forsyth)
   b. Little Italy (Carnegie Way, off Spring st., opposite Americana)
   c. Davis Bros. (Marietta and Forsyth)
   d. Lab's (Luckie and Forsyth)
   e. Knife and Fork (Forsyth, next to Dinkler Plaza)
   f. Davis Bros. (Forsyth, opposite Johnny Rob's and further up tow. Peachtree)
   g. Piedmont Hotel (off Luckie and Forsyth)
   h. Davis Bros. (opposite the Constitution building)
7. Leave restaurants and proceed to City Hall: 3:15 p.m.
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1/26 1:00  Gaslight
      Luckie at Cone

12/26  2:00  Ship Ahoy
      left off Forsyth at Luckie

1/5  3:00  Little Italy
      201 Carnegie & Spring - across from American

2:30  4:00  Hong Kong Chinese-American Rest.
      108 Peachtree Luckie

3:30  5:00  Emile's French Cafe
      Fairlie and Forsyth

4:30  6:00  Hotel DAVIS (where I met C. Sanders)
      32 Marietta